mxHERO
Secure Scan
to Email

An Additional Layer of Email Security—Exclusive to Canon
The mxHERO Secure Scan to Email device license brings the power of mxHERO’s Mail2Cloud
platform to your multifunction printers by replacing scan-to-email attachments with a cloud
storage link. This solution, only available with Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE, imagePRESS
Lite, or imageCLASS devices, provides an additional layer of email security—whether your
workforce is working in the office or at home.

How mxHERO Secure Scan to Email Works
mxHERO Secure Scan to Email—via intelligent uploading and sharing of scanned documents through secure
cloud storage links—allows you to better secure, control, and track documents you scan to email. When you scan
a document to email using the device-native Universal Send functionality, uniFLOW, or Authorized Send, it’s first
routed with encryption to mxHERO's Secure Scan to Email service. Based on your configuration, the service then
automatically moves the scanned document to your cloud storage service. mxHERO Secure Scan to Email takes
advantage of compatible, existing cloud storage services, so you don't need to manage yet another file repository.
Finally, an email with a cloud storage link is sent to the original destination of the scanned document. And it's
seamless for your workforce, too, as users need only follow their usual scan-to-email process.
Automatic Upload to
Popular Cloud Services*
Box
Egnyte
Google Drive
Microsoft OneDrive

User “Scans to Email”
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Secure Attachment Delivery
as Cloud Storage Link

* Subscription to a third-party cloud service required. Subject to third-party cloud service provider's Terms and Conditions.

Service Benefits
SECURITY

CONTROL

End-to-end
encrypted delivery
of scanned
documents.

Limit and/or
revoke access to
scanned documents
sent over email.

EASY
ADOPTION
End user scans
to email as they
always have, with
no confusion.

usa.canon.com/mxHERO

The information contained in this document should not be altered without prior written permission from Canon
U.S.A., Inc. Canon offers security features that can help your business. Many variables can impact the security of
your devices and data. Canon does not warrant that the use of its features will prevent malicious attacks, or prevent
misuse of devices or data or other security issues. Nothing herein should be construed as legal counsel or regulatory
advice concerning customers’ compliance with laws related to privacy and security.
Canon U.S.A., Inc. has a strategic partnership with mxHERO. Canon, imageRUNNER, imagePRESS, and imageCLASS
are registered trademarks of Canon Inc. in the United States and may also be registered trademarks or trademarks
in other countries. uniFLOW is a registered trademark of NT-ware Systemprogrammierung GmbH. Neither Canon
Inc. nor Canon U.S.A., Inc. represents or warrants any third-party product, service, or feature referenced hereunder.
Some items may not be available at this time; please check for availability. All other referenced product names and
marks are trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
Not responsible for typographical errors.
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TRACKING

FLEXIBILITY

Get notified—
in real time—when the
recipient accesses the
scanned documents.

Send scanned
documents of up to
100 Mb in size, without
concern of traditional
10 Mb email file size
restrictions.

